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The New Kings of Crude Dec 26 2021 A look at how the world's rising powers began international oil empires amidst one of Africa's longest
and deadliest civil wars -Beyond Little Rock Jun 07 2020 Based on extensive archival work, private paper collections, and oral history, this book includes eight of
John Kirk’s essays, two of which have never been published before. Together, these essays locate the dramatic events of the crisis within
the larger story of the African American struggle for freedom and equality in Arkansas. Examining key episodes in state history from before
the New Deal to the present, Kirk covers a wide range of topics that include the historiography of the school crisis; the impact of the New
Deal; early African American politics and mass mobilization; race, gender, and the civil rights movement; the role of white liberals in the
struggle; and the intersections of race and city planning policy. Kirk unearths many previously neglected individuals, organizations, and
episodes, and provides a thought-provoking analytical framework for understanding them.
Adventure, Mystery, and Romance Oct 31 2019 A study of the popular plot formulas, and chief practitioners, of the detective and crime
story, western, and social melodrama, assessing their artistic and cultural significance
One Last Goodbye Feb 25 2022 Watching her child die is the hardest thing a mother can ever do. But for Kay Gilderdale, saying a final
goodbye to her only daughter Lynn was exceptionally painful: she'd played a part in her death. Lynn was just 14 when she was struck down by
the crippling disease ME, leaving her paralysed and in constant agony. Over the next 17 years, she became desperate to escape her miserable
existence, even begging her mum to help her die. So, one night, when Kay found Lynn attempting suicide, she was forced to make an impossible
decision. Continue watching her child suffer or help her end the pain? Eventually, fighting her every instinct, Kay helped her precious
daughter take a fatal overdose. But while Lynn was finally free, her mother faced a fresh agony - a possible lifetime behind bars. The
highly controversial trial that followed opened a fierce public debate on assisted suicide. Is it murder or mercy? Here, in her
heartbreaking story, Kay reveals the harrowing truth behind the headlines and the desperate lengths a mother will go to for the love of a
child.
A Modern Southern Reader Feb 02 2020 Gathers works by Capote, Faulkner, O'Connor, Welty, Wolfe, Dickey, Jarrell, Ransom, Walker, Williams,
McCullers, and Styron
Unless the Threat of Death Is Behind Them May 31 2022 Publisher description
Catalog of Copyright Entries Jan 03 2020
The Long Goodbye Sep 03 2022 A poignant first-person account about two things many women fear the most: breast cancer and the tragic loss
of a spouse. It's a story that raises the age-old question: How does a person hold on to faith when terrible things happen, one after
another? Carole Jones gives an answer-not a simple formula or pat response-but a wisdom refined in the crucible of pain. Her story, The Long
Goodbye, is a graceful memoir of her struggle with breast cancer, her husband's tragic bicycling accident, and the saga that followed as he
slowly slipped away in a persistent coma. How Carole and her family hold on to their faith is a remarkable story, told with piercing candor,
grace, and, ultimately, great joy. It is a must-read story for every woman facing cancer or life-threatening illness or for anyone who has
lost a spouse.
Decolonisation, Identity and Nation in Rhodesia, 1964-1979 Oct 12 2020 This book explores concepts of decolonisation, identity, and nation
in the white settler society of Rhodesia (now Zimbabwe) between 1964 and 1979. It considers how white settlers used the past to make claims
of authority in the present. It investigates the white Rhodesian state’s attempts to assert its independence from Britain and develop a
Rhodesian national identity by changing Rhodesia’s old colonial symbols, and examines how the meaning of these national symbols changed over
time. Finally, the book offers insights into the role of race in Rhodesian national identity, showing how portrayals of a ‘timeless’ black
population were highly dependent upon circumstance and reflective of white settler anxieties. Using a comparative approach, the book shows
parallels between Rhodesia and other settler societies, as well as other post-colonial nation-states and even metropoles, as themes and
narratives of decolonisation travelled around the world.
Texas Vs. California Jul 01 2022 "Texas and California are the leaders of red and blue America. As the nation has polarized, its most
populous and economically powerful states have taken charge of the opposing camps. These states now advance sharply contrasting political
and policy agendas and view themselves as competitors for control of the nation's future. This book provides a detailed account of the
rivalry's emergence, present state, and possible future. First, it explores why, despite their many similarities, the two states have become
so deeply divided. The explanations focus on critical differences in the state's origins as well as in their later demographic, economic,
cultural, and political development. Second, the book analyzes how the two states have translated their competing visions into policy. It
describes how Texas and California have constructed opposing, comprehensive policy models-one conservative, the other progressive. It
describes how these models operate and how they have produced widely different outputs in a range of domestic policy areas. In separate
chapters, the book highlights the states' contrasting policies in five areas: tax, labor, energy and environment, poverty, and social
issues. It also shows how Texas and California have led the red and blue state blocs in seeking to influence federal policy in these and
other areas. Finally, the book assesses the two models' strengths, vulnerabilities, and potential futures, providing a balanced analysis of
their competing visions"-Stars in the Southern Sky Mar 29 2022 London 1954: When Estella is abandoned by her lawyer husband, James, her life of luxury crumbles. Not
only had he left his job and frittered away their savings, James was cheating on Estella--with her cousin Davinia. But the family secrets
didn't end there. Heartbroken, Estella turns her back on England. Her distant uncle Charlie beckons her to Australia, where she accepts a
new position--village veterinarian. She had studied veterinary medicine, but she'd never had a real job. As Estella sets off for the
outback, she carries secrets of her own: she is pregnant with James' baby. Day one in the bush brings the young Londoner to tears. Kangaroo
Crossing, population thirteen, was not what Estella had expected. Sweltering. Dusty. Fly-infested. From the gruff propeller plane pilot to
the perpetually drunken town doctor, the locals eye the newcomer with suspicion. After a series of harrowing events, Estella strives to
prove herself capable of the job. Just as the villagers of Kangaroo Crossing start to accept Estella-and a romance starts to blossom-her
past catches up with her. She's been hiding things from them. Back in England, James has gotten wind of the baby. His new wife, Davinia,
can't have children... but her lavish inheritance depends on an heir. James will stop at nothing to get what is his. Can Estella save her
baby-and herself-from the wild Australian bush? Will she ever learn to love again? Stars in the Southern Sky is an historical saga set in
the "most isolated town" of Australia. From its passionate people, to its mystic wildlife, the outback becomes its own character in
Elizabeth Haran's novel about learning how to thrive in the face of adversity. With an eye for detail, Elizabeth Haran has written numerous
historical romance novels including Staircase to the Moon, Island of Whispering Winds, Under a Flaming Sky, Dreams beneath a Red Sun, and
River of Fortune, available as ebooks. Haran's novels are perfect for fans of family sagas set in beautiful locations like Sarah Lark's,
Island of a Thousand Springs or Kate Morton's, The Forgotten Garden.
A Long Goodbye to Bismarck? Oct 04 2022 Bruno Palier is CNRS Researcher at Sciences Po Paris. -A Violent Conscience Aug 29 2019 Mysteries and detective stories are among the most popular of books but the writers of such genre fiction
suffer from a perception that their work is to be taken less seriously than so-called literary fiction. The novels of James Lee Burke, one

of the most distinguished writers of crime novels, challenge that notion, as do the 12 essays in this collection. This work examines Burke
as a writer who has expanded the mystery-detective genre with an astonishing diversity of themes, imaginative language and descriptions, and
unforgettable characters. He seems unbounded by limitations of genre. An interview with Burke is included.
Long Goodbye Aug 22 2021 Looks at the 1987 right-to-die trial affecting the parents who wished to remove the feeding tube from their
vegetative daughter, and examines the surrounding protests that held them in the courtroom for the next seven years.
A Long Goodbye Nov 05 2022 Unable to pretend to be the perfect daughter, marry the perfect Southern gentleman, and have perfect babies like
her overprotective father expects her to, Ashton Winslow and her best friend, LuLuBelle set out on a two-week vacation to change all that.
Two weeks of freedom is exactly what she craves and needs. Ashton is tired of being told she's perfect, and tired of pretending to be
someone she isn't. She wants to reinvent herself, if only for a short time and she hopes Nashville is the place to do it. Preferably with a
smooth talking cowboy. With no one watching her every move, or so she thinks, Ashton finds the one person who finally sees her for the woman
she wants to be. Dane Woods has just come home from fighting overseas after losing his best friend. Everyone, including himself expects him
to reenlist for another tour, but he can't break a promise he made to his dying friend. The last thing Dane has on his mind while tailing a
Southern Princess like Ashton Winslow is falling in love. She's supposed to be two week job, but it turns into so much more. Will Dane risk
everything to be with Ashton or will his lies and betrayal destroy her love for him?
'Have You Seen...?' Jul 29 2019 This is possibly the most entertaining, surprising and enjoyable film book ever written. Thomson set
himself the near-foolhardy task of writing one page each on 1000 of the films that he has particularly liked – or in some cases, abhorred.
Some half-million words of funny, vigorous, wayward prose later, we are all the happy beneficiaries of his deranged labour. Always
unexpected, never repetitive, ‘Have You Seen...?’ can be read consecutively – from Abbott and Costello Meet Frankenstein to Zabriskie Point
– or dipped into over many years, and it is a masterclass in how to write about films and how to love them. Sometimes Thomson will be
interested in the director, sometimes in the culture that made such a film possible at such a time, sometimes in the stars (always in the
stars, to be honest), and sometimes even in the outrageous cynicism and corruption of most financial backers. ‘Have You Seen...?’ is crammed
with great love stories, westerns, musicals, war stories, comedies, and dramas. It is as in awe of film noir as of silent farce, and adores
Hollywood but also favours British, Japanese and European cinema: camp disasters, kitsch and pretention hold no fears. If Thomson has a
bottom line it is his incredulity that so much that is so enjoyable and moving and worthwhile was ever made at all – and that thanks to DVD
we can now watch it forever. ‘Have You Seen...?’ will redirect how you spend your evenings for the rest of your life – for the better.
One Person, No Vote Jan 27 2022 Finalist for the PEN/John Kenneth Galbraith Award for Nonfiction Longlisted for the National Book Award in
Nonfiction Named one of the Best Books of the Year by: Washington Post * Boston Globe * NPR* Bustle * BookRiot * New York Public Library
From the award-winning, New York Times bestselling author of White Rage, the startling--and timely--history of voter suppression in America,
with a foreword by Senator Dick Durbin. In her New York Times bestseller White Rage, Carol Anderson laid bare an insidious history of
policies that have systematically impeded black progress in America, from 1865 to our combustible present. With One Person, No Vote, she
chronicles a related history: the rollbacks to African American participation in the vote since the 2013 Supreme Court decision that
eviscerated the Voting Rights Act of 1965. Known as the Shelby ruling, this decision effectively allowed districts with a demonstrated
history of racial discrimination to change voting requirements without approval from the Department of Justice. Focusing on the aftermath of
Shelby, Anderson follows the astonishing story of government-dictated racial discrimination unfolding before our very eyes as more and more
states adopt voter suppression laws. In gripping, enlightening detail she explains how voter suppression works, from photo ID requirements
to gerrymandering to poll closures. And with vivid characters, she explores the resistance: the organizing, activism, and court battles to
restore the basic right to vote to all Americans.
Landscapes of Desire Apr 17 2021 "An imaginative and provocative interpretation of the meaning of Los Angeles, carefully thought out and
beautifully written."—Robert Winter, editor of Toward a Simpler Way of Life: The Arts and Crafts Architects of California "McClung's sharp
eye, and his ability to be both critic and analyst, combine to make this a book of real timeliness. It is unusual, and it is smart."—William
Deverell, author of Railroad Crossing: Californians and the Railroad, 1850-1910
Long Goodbye Aug 02 2022 Why did the USSR linger so long in Afghanistan? What makes this account of the Soviet-Afghan conflict both timely
and important is its focus on the factors that prevented the Soviet leadership from ending a demoralizing and costly war and on the longterm consequences for the Soviet Union and the region.
The Southern Quarterly Sep 30 2019
Intelligent Computing Dec 14 2020 The book, “Intelligent Computing - Proceedings of the 2022 Computing Conference”, is a comprehensive
collection of chapters focusing on the core areas of computing and their further applications in the real world. Each chapter is a paper
presented at the Computing Conference 2022 held on July 14-15, 2022. Computing 2022 attracted a total of 498 submissions which underwent a
double-blind peer-review process. Of those 498 submissions, 179 submissions have been selected to be included in this book. The goal of this
conference is to give a platform to researchers with fundamental contributions and to be a premier venue for academic and industry
practitioners to share new ideas and development experiences. We hope that readers find this book interesting and valuable as it provides
the state-of-the-art intelligent methods and techniques for solving real-world problems. We also expect that the conference and its
publications will be a trigger for further related research and technology improvements in this important subject.
The Politics of Minimum Income Sep 10 2020 Minimum income schemes (MIS) have become key social protection institutions for European
citizens, but we know little regarding the logic and dynamics of institutional change in this policy field. This book provides an analytical
model that will facilitate an understanding of the scope and direction of recent reforms, offering insight into the conditions under which
minimum income schemes are introduced, expanded or retrenched. Natili presents a comparative analysis of policy trajectories of minimum
income schemes in Italy and Spain between the mid-1980s and 2015. Although these two countries had similar points of departure, and faced
comparable functional pressures and institutional constraints, they experienced remarkably different developments in this policy field in
the last two decades. This comparative analysis provides empirical evidence of the impacts of different types of credit-claiming dynamics
resulting from the interaction of socio-political demand with political supply. The Politics of Minimum Income also assesses the reform
processes both in countries that have introduced MIS in the age of austerity (such as Portugal) and in countries that have retrenched them
(Austria and Denmark).
Southerners on Film Nov 24 2021 The representation of Southerners on film has been a topic of enduring interest and debate among scholars
of both film and Southern studies. These 15 essays examine the problem of Southern identity in film since the civil rights era. Fresh
insights are provided on such familiar topics as the redneck image, transitions to modernity and the prevalence of the Southern gothic.
Other essays reflect the reinvigorated and expanding field of new Southern studies and topics include the transnational South, the
intersection of ethnicity and environment and the cultural significance of Southern identity outside the South.
Movies About the Movies Nov 12 2020 Hundreds of Hollywood-on-Hollywood movies can be found throughout the history of American cinema, from
the days of silents to the present. They include films from genres as far ranging as musical, film noir, melodrama, comedy, and actionadventure. Such movies seduce us with the promise of revealing the reality behind the camera. But, as part of the very industry they
supposedly critique, they cannot take us behind the scenes in any true sense. Through close analysis of fifteen critically acclaimed films,
Christopher Ames reveals how the idea of Hollywood is constructed and constructs itself. Films discussed: What Price Hollywood? (1952), A
Star Is Born (1937), Stand-In (1937), Boy Meets Girl (1938), Sullivan's Travels (1941), In a Lonely Place (1950), Sunset Boulevard (1950),
The Star (1950), Singin' in the Rain (1952), The Bad and the Beautiful (1952), Pennies from Heaven (1981), The Purple Rose of Cairo (1985),
The Player (1992), Last Action Hero (1993).
Energy Economist Apr 05 2020
Movies 365: A Good Movie for Every Day of the Year Jan 15 2021 Whether you are an Off Beat Cinema fan or you are simply off beat, 365
Movies: A Good Movie for Every Day of the Year will become your bible for those moments when you just want someone else to pick out a movie
for your viewing entertainment. Greg Sterlace gives you a droll glimpse at movies you may have never considered or classics that deserve a
second look. Sure, you may have seen Midnight Cowboy when you snuck into the theater when you were 15, but did you really catch all the
nuances of depravity at that tender age? Give it another look now that you are sullied by life.
West Africa May 07 2020
The Armchair Detective Aug 10 2020
The New Encyclopedia of Southern Culture Apr 29 2022 This volume of The New Encyclopedia of Southern Culture examines how mass media have
shaped popular perceptions of the South--and how the South has shaped the history of mass media. An introductory overview by Allison Graham
and Sharon Monteith is followed by 40 thematic essays and 132 topical articles that examine major trends and seminal moments in film,
television, radio, press, and Internet history. Among topics explored are the southern media boom, beginning with the Christian Broadcast
Network and CNN; popular movies, television shows, and periodicals that have shaped ideas about the region, including Gone with the Wind,
The Beverly Hillbillies, Roots, and Southern Living; and southern media celebrities such as Oprah Winfrey, Truman Capote, and Stephen
Colbert. The volume details the media's involvement in southern history, from depictions of race in the movies to news coverage of the civil
rights movement and Hurricane Katrina. Taken together, these entries reveal and comment on the ways in which mass media have influenced,

maintained, and changed the idea of a culturally unique South.
Books in Print Jun 27 2019
Dixie Rising Jun 19 2021 In a provocative exploration of the triumphant South--the region that increasingly defines American politics and
values--the former Atlanta bureau chief of The New York Times illuminates the people, places, and passions of this influential section of
the country--an area that has effectively decided the outcome of every presidential election in the past 30 years.
Dictionary of Midwestern Literature, Volume 2 Dec 02 2019 The Midwest has produced a robust literary heritage. Its authors have won half of
the nation’s Nobel Prizes for Literature plus a significant number of Pulitzer Prizes. This volume explores the rich racial, ethnic, and
cultural diversity of the region. It also contains entries on 35 pivotal Midwestern literary works, literary genres, literary, cultural,
historical, and social movements, state and city literatures, literary journals and magazines, as well as entries on science fiction, film,
comic strips, graphic novels, and environmental writing. Prepared by a team of scholars, this second volume of the Dictionary of Midwestern
Literature is a comprehensive resource that demonstrates the Midwest’s continuing cultural vitality and the stature and distinctiveness of
its literature.
Quarterly Essay 67 Moral Panic 101 May 19 2021 Are Australian schools safe? And if they’re not, what happens when kids are caught in a
bleak collision between ill-equipped teachers and a confected scandal? In 2016, the Safe Schools program became the focus of an ideological
firestorm. In Moral Panic 101, Benjamin Law explores how and why this happened. He weaves a subtle, gripping account of schools today,
sexuality, teenagers, new ideas of gender fluidity, media scandal and mental health. In this timely essay, Law also looks at the new face of
homophobia in Australia, and the long battle for equality and acceptance. Investigating bullying of the vulnerable young, he brings to light
hidden worlds, in an essay notable for its humane clarity. “To read every article the Australian has published on Safe Schools is to induce
nausea. This isn’t even a comment on the content, just the sheer volume ... And yet, across this entire period, the Australian – selfappointed guardian of the safety of children – spoke to not a single school-aged LGBTIQ youth. Not even one. Later, queer teenagers who
followed the Safe Schools saga told me the dynamic felt familiar. At school, it’s known as bullying. In journalism, it’s called a beat-up.”
—Benjamin Law, Moral Panic 101 ‘This is a timely and important work’ —Steven Carroll, Sydney Morning Herald
The Welfare State Revisited Jul 21 2021 The welfare state has been under attack for decades, but now more than ever there is a need for
strong social protection systems—the best tools we have to combat inequality, support social justice, and even improve economic performance.
In this book, José Antonio Ocampo and Joseph E. Stiglitz bring together distinguished contributors to examine the global variations of
social programs and make the case for a redesigned twenty-first-century welfare state. The Welfare State Revisited takes on major debates
about social well-being, considering the merits of universal versus targeted policies; responses to market failures; integrating welfare and
economic development; and how welfare states around the world have changed since the neoliberal turn. Contributors offer prescriptions for
how to respond to the demands generated by demographic changes, the changing role of the family, new features of labor markets, the
challenges of aging societies, and technological change. They consider how strengthening or weakening social protection programs affects
inequality, suggesting ways to facilitate the spread of effective welfare states throughout the world, especially in developing countries.
Presenting new insights into the functions the welfare state can fulfill and how to design a more efficient and more equitable system, The
Welfare State Revisited is essential reading on the most discussed issues in social welfare today.
The Politically Incorrect Guide to the Civil War Feb 13 2021 The Politically Incorrect Guide to the Civil War is a joyful, myth-busting,
rebel yell that shatters today’s Leftist and demeaning stereotypes about the South and the Civil War.
A Companion to Robert Altman Oct 24 2021 A Companion to Robert Altman presents myriad aspects of Altman’s life, career, influence and
historical context. This book features 23 essays from a range of experts in the field, providing extensive coverage of these aspects and
dimensions of Altman’s work. The most expansive and wide-ranging book yet published on Altman, providing a comprehensive account of Altman’s
complete career Provides discussion and analysis of generally neglected aspects of Altman’s career, including the significance of his work
in television and industrial film, the importance of collaboration, and the full range and import of his aesthetic innovations Includes
essays by key scholars in “Altman studies”, bringing together experts in the field, emerging scholars and writers from a broad range of
fields Multi-disciplinary in design and draws on a range of approaches to Altman’s work, being the first substantial publication to make use
of the recently launched Robert Altman Archive at the University of Michigan Offers specific insights into particular aspects of film style
and their application, industrial and aesthetic film and TV history, and particular areas such as the theorisation of space, place,
authorship and gender
Legends and Lore of South Carolina Jul 09 2020 This new collection of eighty strange and unusual South Carolina legends is rooted in the
state's deep history. Some originated centuries ago, such as the Agnes of Glasgow story in Camden and that of the ghostly dwarf jester
Gauche, said to haunt a Beaufort mansion. Certain places hold secrets from different eras, including White Wolf Road in Blacksburg and the
state's numerous historic cemeteries like the one at Salem Black River Church in Mayesville. These pages also contain simple explanations
for local lore, like the Gullah tradition behind blue bottle trees that still decorate Carolina gardens today. These and many more crowdpleasing yarns can be found in this volume from the desk of master storyteller, author and researcher Sherman Carmichael.
Creatures of Darkness Sep 22 2021 More than any other writer, Raymond Chandler (1888-1959) is responsible for raising detective stories
from the level of pulp fiction to literature. Chandler's hard-boiled private eye Philip Marlowe set the standard for rough, brooding heroes
who managed t
Tucson Mar 05 2020 Once considered the “Metropolis of Arizona,” Tucson is in many respects a college town with a major military base onto
which a retirement community has been grafted. A sprawling city of one million in the Sonoran Desert, Tucson was developed during and
especially for the second half of the 20th century, a reality which has left it possibly unprepared for the challenges of the 21st century.
Tracing the remarkable history of Tucson since 1854, this book describes many aspects of the community—its ceremonies and customs, its early
bitter battle to secure the University of Arizona, its multitude of problems, its noteworthy successes and its racial divides. The
recollections of those who have made Tucson such a memorable place are included, from political leaders to celebrities to ordinary
residents.
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